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My friend Rabbi Michael Adam Latz of Minneapolis referenced a beautiful Talmudic 

passage. In Tractate Bava Metzia we read about the Evan HaTo’en, the Stone of 

Claiming.  Ancient communities would dedicate a stone podium, a public place where 

people would come and announce that they had lost something.  Others would come 

and present items they had found, looking for their owners. Rabbi Latz writes, “A public 

place where people would hear stories of loss.” “It’s not easy to listen to other people’s 

losses,” he continues, “but the presence of the Stone of Claiming in public teaches us to 

listen. Loss is measured by whether we still have a place to announce all lost things. A 

place that makes us most open to the vulnerabilities of others, and to our own.”  

We no longer bring our losses and our grief to a stone podium.  We bring them here, to 

Yizkor. We come to Yizkor to feel our true feelings, deep inside; Yizkor gives us 

permission to grieve. We bring our broken hearts to Yizkor.  We bring our longings and 

our memories, our sadness and our anger, and our yearning for healing and peace. We 

bring them all into this sacred space at this most holy hour, knowing that this community 

of mourners shares so much, knowing that we all miss loved ones who still claim our 

hearts.  In our shared grief we draw strength from each other.  Here at Yizkor, we know 

we are not alone.  

There is a difference between that ancient Stone of Claiming and our Yizkor 

observance, though.  You came to that stone podium with the hope that your lost item 

would be returned. But death is final; our loved ones will not return to us.  And yet, and 

yet, Yizkor reminds us that we are still deeply connected to the loved ones who walked 

beside us, who loved us. They remain imbedded in our hearts, a sacred, lasting 

influence of love. It’s their laugh and the touch of their hands on ours. It’s how they 

embraced us, and gave us their strength. The memories, all the memories.   

Some left us after long lives, and we temper our grief with gratitude for all they saw and 

shared.  Others were taken from us in the dawn of their lives. And still, even in the 

injustice of a life cut off too soon, their spirits fill our hearts, and always will.   

We claim them with the hope that their legacy might inspire us to live our lives as, in 

their higher moments, they lived theirs. We claim them because we know the power of 

love in their love for us.  Because we know joy in how they made us laugh. Sometimes, 

even as we make different choices than theirs, even when we need to heal what was 

broken in our relationship, and even then, we claim them, even then, they are with us.  

That is the mystery and the hope of this sacred Yiskor hour.  A refutation against the 

finality of death.  A bridge from God’s protective care, back into our lives, in all the times 

and seasons, at each holy day and family celebration. Their souls continue to shine. 

Their memories are for a blessing.  


